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Investigating

The opportunity to do the Personal Project made me allocate more time for what I enjoy
doing. My Personal Project goal is to paint a single motif, a rose in a vase, in five different art
styles of the 20th century. The specific art movements I am going to be inspired by are Vienna
secession, cubism, abstract expressionism, pop art, and minimalism. The final product will
include five A3 canvases each painted with my own interpretation and design of a rose in a
vase in one of the given art styles with a short description of the art movement under each
painting. I aim to achieve this goal by the final product deadline, February 8 th 2019, by
working consistently and effectively throughout the year.
My art skills, techniques and knowledge are going to be challenged by the goal I picked
because I have rarely attempted to paint without a direct template, which makes creating an
art piece more difficult by not having outlines, proportions or colours to follow.
In order to define my goal better and give my project a specific focus, I utilized the idea of
one Global Context. Personal and Cultural Expression is the Global Context I chose to
provide me with a starting point in my inquiry and later on encourage me to reflect and draw
connections. While working with the specific Global Context, we want to question the nature
and purpose of creative expression and explore the ways in which we discover and express
ideas, feelings, nature, culture, beliefs and values; ways in which we reflect on and enjoy our
creativity; our appreciation of the aesthetic (PLC). In particular, I want to express my feelings
and ideas by designing my own motif of a rose in a vase, reflect on the previous significant art
movements of the 20th century and explore and spread the appreciation for beauty in art by
displaying my works.
This project is personal to me because I am going to be working in the field of my personal
interest, be expressing ideas I believe in and making use of my previous experiences and
knowledge about the topic. I have been attending intensive summer art camps since 14 and
weekend art lessons at an atelier. There I was taught by art university graduates and
significantly improved my art skills and techniques. By immersing myself into the courses
over the years, I also managed to grasp the important mindset needed when creating and
developing a piece of art. I attended pottery classes for 2 years and afterschool art lessons
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(ZUŠ) when I was younger. My interest in art continued throughout my MYP studies as I
took our art and design technology lessons very seriously.
Knowing I wanted to base my final product on my artistic skills, I still wanted the outcome to
have a purpose deeper than just aesthetically pleasing paintings. My first inquiry took place
before I defined my goal and consisted of an interview with my art teacher. I learned that
“there is a lack of study material for the art movements of the 20th century” (Kmeť) and my
teacher would benefit from a teaching aid describing a few of the movements. I respectively
wandered whether my final product could be capable of acting as a learning tool for students
(Appendix 1). The 20th century is a very broad term with dozens of art styles so I began my
research on the internet as I just inquired key terms, years and events (Appendix 2). I believe
the accessibility and simplicity of the internet proved to be the most suitable source of
information for my initial step. I note that I cross-referenced information found on all
websites. After narrowing it down to my five chosen art movements I visited the University
Library in our city and our family library (my parents are architects and own relevant book
sources). Regarding my picks in printed literature, I focused on books describing art in my
chosen time frame, so that the amount of information about each movement would be
sufficient but not overwhelming. I often referred to the Wien 1900 collection book about
Europe’s contemporary art and culture of the 20 th century. I valued the case studies about
artists like Gustav Klimt, whom I was greatly inspired by, linked to their most famous pieces
of work. The book includes 742 authentic pictures and a group of skilled authors each
contributing in their field of knowledge. I used books to gain a deeper insight into the origin,
development and characteristics of the art styles and for authentic art work pictures. Among
my internet sources, I returned to the Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History frequently, as it
included a large variety of art essays with complementary works of art in chronologies written
in a sophisticated and understandable way. A number of my chosen art styles were covered by
the Metropolitan Museum curators of broad knowledge and an interest in the specific art
period. I found the website reliable and authentic as it included sources of all pictures
mentioned, the author and her specialization in the field of art study, publishing date as well
as additional materials such as further reading, other essays from the author or related articles.
The website publisher is a renowned art museum, which adds to the sources credibility. Great
sources of inspiration for me were also images from the internet, as I could view large
amounts of pictures at once. I believe the sources I chose were appropriate in comparison to
the aim of my search. I evaluated the origin of my sources (Appendix 3) before and after their
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use and came to the conclusion that sources should be reliable and relevant but should
ultimately help the researcher, hence be mindfully picked according to the depth of
information needed.
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Planning

For a goal to be achieved easier, it shall be divided into smaller, more manageable pieces. I
developed certain criteria for my final product so that I would stay on track and easily remind
myself what I am aiming for and check off what I completed. My final product specifications
state the completion of five A3 canvases (30cm x 40cm) with my own design of a reoccurring
motif, a rose in a vase, inspired by prominent artists of five art movements from the 20 th
century. I will accompany each painting with a short paragraph of around 100 words
describing the main idea, representative artists and their art work, time frame and origin of the
art style. All white canvases will be painted with acrylic paint. My final product will reflect
parts of the art history and hopefully provide a complex representation of five art movements
– Vienna secession, cubism, abstract expressionism, pop art, minimalism – through a visual
and a written medium.
In order to complete this project successfully, I knew I had to develop a plan which I would
follow consistently. Having a strict outline of necessary steps that had to be completed by
certain deadlines would ensure I had enough time to review my paintings and be satisfied with
the final outcome. I began thinking ahead for my Personal Project during the summer
holidays, when I managed to do a lot of experimentation, learning and developing. When
school started, I already had one and a half painting completed and I found out how long it
takes me to finish one painting, paint and technique preferences, and my design process.
Except for long-term plans such as completing a painting or a description, it helped me to set
shorter plans for weekends like completing the background of a painting or finishing research
about a movement. During my process I did not significantly alter my plans but I did postpone
deadlines due to more urgent events. After picking out art styles, I created a general plan for
each painting consisting of doing basic research aimed at the practical side of the movement
such as art techniques, colours used and inspiration. I then created an inspiration board with a
couple of images I found on the internet that portrayed the characteristics of the art style and I
found them helpful in designing my motif. Sketching (Appendix 4) and colour picking was
followed by tracing the outlines of my motif onto the canvas and lastly, painting in the picture
(Appendix 5). After completing all the paintings I did deeper research into each art movement
and condensed its description into short paragraphs.
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So that I follow my plan and make growing progress, I needed to set internal deadlines.
Writing them down into my paper planner or into my phone calendar proved to be the most
effective for me. In the early stages of my Personal Project I may have been a little too
ambitious thinking I would do the majority of my work during the summer and then finish in
the first months of school. This plan was inappropriate and I was forced to change it. I am
glad to have consulted everything with my supervisor and develop an improved plan, which
was more suited to me and my circumstances. As for my specific time schedule, from the 20th
to 24th August 2018 I attend an intensive art camp where I painted over 8 hours a day and
completed one and a half painting. On September 15 th I spent another full day finishing my
half-complete cubism painting. During the October autumn holidays I completed all the
details on my first two paintings and began my third, abstract expressionist painting. During
November weekends I shifted my work to completing inspiration boards and more in-depth
research. Spending my winter holidays at home gave me plenty of time to paint my tedious
pop art interpretation and prepare my sketches and canvas for the final minimalism painting.
During the January weekend from 12th to 13th I completed 85% of my final painting which I
have fully finished over the next weekend. Sketching and painting was the most time
consuming, hence I worked on competing small parts even after school. I then spent two
weeks from January 21 st until February 3rd researching, summarizing and writing descriptions
of art styles. Week before the final product deadline was dedicated to evaluating my work and
making minor changes. By planning early and correctly I was able to spend sufficient time
working on and finalizing my project. Now I can say I remained on schedule, as I managed to
finish everything I wanted and my work wasn’t rushed.
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Taking action

My final product (Appendix 6) consists of five paintings on A3 canvases each depicting a
single rose in a vase in the following art movements of the 20th century: Vienna secession,
cubism, abstract expressionism, pop art and minimalism. The choice of my scattered cubism
design is supported by statements describing “such decomposition of the form has led to the
fact that there are parts not bound to the displayed object” (Warncke 76). During the process
on my abstract expressionist painting I kept in mind that improvisation and spontaneity
were highly valued and an emphasis was laid on dynamic and energetic gesture
portrayed in an abstract imagery (Stella Paul). Hence I picked a more free flowing
approach to designing and painting rather than having everything planned out
before paint hits the canvas. While doing my research and preparing for my pop art
painting, I struggled the most with designing an original art piece. I must note that pop art
aimed to reflect on modern-day society and its values and obsessions ( “Pop Art:
Works on Paper”). This painting took inspiration from a pop art painter Andy Warhol,
because I found his expressions renowned and poignant. My last painting was a minimalism
interpretation and belonged to ones where I designed a completely personal and original
canvas layout that I haven’t seen before. Even though the idea was simple and there weren’t
any distracting details or symbols, inspired by the quote on minimalism “What you see is
what you see” (Marzona 6), it still proved to be a great challenge. After doing some deeper
research in both printed and online media, I first extracted the most important points and ideas
from each source about individual art movements and then synthesized the information into
short and factual paragraphs, which help the viewer understand certain elements and
characteristics in the painting and of the art style. My global context can be visible throughout
my works as I inquired personal expression of certain famous artists and the cultural
expression their work had on the society back then. I discovered and reflected on ideas and
beliefs the art movements tried to portray and the new culture they created. While questioning
their creative expression, I attempted to extend it to my own project and further the
appreciation of this style of art.
Throughout my process I practised and improved my thinking skills not only during the
research but also while painting and designing. I encountered several problems, which
required creative solutions. For my secession painting I designed and painted a vase which I
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later found unfit for the background and decided to change it. This meant I needed to cover
the vase white, scrape off parts that could, sketch a new vase over it, paint it in and cover the
background again (Appendix 7). This was one of the most strenuous challenges I had to
resolve. I found that some paint was too light and needed multiple coats. Whenever I needed
to paint sharp lines, it was difficult to do so freehanded hence I came up with tricks like using
a ruler, tape or paper. It happened often that some paint leaked under the tape and my best
option was to use a sharpened coloured pencil to touch up the edges. Researching art involved
evaluating the type of source, identifying the most important information and summarizing it.
I had to examine and understand the text before I could connect the key terms and combine
them into a factual and meaningful paragraph.

Communication was an extremely useful tool especially during my process and product
finalization. I made use of anyone who cared to look at my paintings and give me feedback. It
is important to receive constructive criticism and improve areas in which you lack skill or
knowledge. As mentioned, my interview with our school art teacher was incredibly crucial for
deciding my Personal Project goal and linking my work to serving the community.
Immediately after school started I talked to my supervisor and set the interval for our
meetings. For me it was satisfactory to meet with her once a month and give updates on
milestones. I would say I managed my meetings well, always coming eager to share my
progress, show photos of the developing final product, discuss future plans of action or ask
and note anything that I wasn’t sure of or was curious about. These meetings were incredibly
helpful for staying on track and reminding me to work consistently on my project. For the
paintings themselves, I value and thank architect Hermann, who has deep knowledge and
interest in art and design and has reviewed my work all along suggesting improvements where
necessary. He taught me to “step away from the painting and look at it from different
locations and angles” (Hermann). Communication with experts in the field like art school
graduates and an architect were immensely helpful for receiving product feedback, relevant
opinions, skilled knowledge and thoughtful recommendations. Interview with Mgr. Bučko
was a well suited source because he has experience in working with young students and
offered a wider perspective on the subject introducing me to lesser known artists. He taught
me new techniques and approaches to paining while I got stuck during my secession
interpretation. When I wrote the art movements descriptions I asked my younger brother to
read the text and review how understandable and coherent it is. At Mini Fair and Final Fair I
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have collected useful information that helped me in my process and while writing the
Personal Project report (Appendix 8).
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Reflecting

Looking at my final product I can confidently say, that I succeeded in accomplishing my goal.
If I evaluate the outcome against the initial criteria I set, none of which I altered or abolished
throughout my process, I would conclude that I followed and completed all of them. My final
outcome includes five A3 canvases that have been painted solely by myself and show a
repeating motif of a rose in a vase in five different art styles of the 20 th century. Each painting
is accompanied by a factual paragraph providing the viewer a condensed description of the
depicted art movement. I researched and analyzed each art style in detail and after a series of
sketches I designed my own interpretation of the given artistic expression. The use of acrylic
paint over the five paintings adds another element of cohesion between the set. I have been
discussing the placement of the paintings and the pairing paragraphs with the Head of
International Department at our school. I am satisfied that I fulfilled my criteria and produced
my first works of original art. Whether the art itself is good is hard to judge, especially for the
artist, as he can see all the minor errors and mistakes. However, the positive feedback from
the Final Fair and my relatives made me more content with the art quality. Overall, I think my
final product has great potential to inspire people to learn more about the art history of the
20th century and appreciate or create their own art. All these attributes I view as positive,
however there is always place for improvement. I think the abstract expressionist painting
would benefit from more time spent on finishing the background or making the rose more
prominent. The pop art painting misses a few more layers of red paint on the cans and
lightening the green on two of the stems. On the Vienna secession painting some pencil lines
are still visible in the background and an outline from the first unsuccessful vase that was
covered up. An improvement for the future would include using more pigmented paints, doing
more in-depth sketches and dedicating more time to finishing the details on all of the
paintings.
During my process I have definitely extended my knowledge significantly in the area of art in
the 20th century. I have not only deepened my understandings in the five art movements but
also extended my manual skills and techniques in painting and the process of designing an art
piece in general. I learned that describing and summarising art is difficult and requires very
broad knowledge, that’s why it is important to use multiple sources when analyzing an art
movement. Moreover, even a process like painting and sketching is very time consuming and
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the artist should regularly step back and re-evaluate the painting. Throughout my whole
process I have utilized and identified my Global Context often. It had become my helping tool
whenever I did not know how to continue. It reminded me to speculate and examine what the
nature and purpose of creative expression is. This sparked new ideas in me and furthered my
research. I thought about the ideas, feelings, nature, culture, beliefs and values the renowned
artists and I tried to express. I assessed how to appropriately reflect on the five art movements
and ultimately how to make others appreciate the aesthetic of art.
During my process I figured out several helpful tricks, like using a wet cloth after the paint
semi-dried to remove it. While dealing with all problems I challenged my inner critical
thinker. As I painting I searched for a range of opinions from others on my work and when
accepting their criticism or praise I had to be open-minded so that I could learn from that
experience. I definitely developed being reflective because during my whole process I was
reflecting on the works of other painters and in the end on my own work. I tried to understand
my strengths while choosing my Personal Project goal and my weakness while doing my
research and extending my knowledge in techniques. Being knowledgeable helped me explore
and analyze ideas that affected the whole culture and by studying them in-depth I am able to
use them further. Lastly, this Personal Project challenged my communication skills and the
ability to be a good communicator as I engaged in multiple conversations with my supervisor,
teachers from our school, art school graduates, parents, family and friends for their opinion,
help and advice.
By completing my Personal Project I believe I have extended my knowledge in an academic
as well as a manual field. I was taught life lessons that will help me in my future studies such
as time management, research skills and communication ability. I am thankful to have had the
opportunity to work on something I have a passion for and meanwhile discover my
possibilities and potential.
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